Rhythmic Characteristics of Parkinsonian Speech: A Study on Mandarin and Polish
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Abstract

Previous studies on Italian speech showed that the percentage of vocalic portion in the utterance (%V) and the duration of the interval between two consecutive vowel onset points (VtoV) were larger for parkinsonian (PD) than for healthy controls (HC). Especially, the values of %V were distinctly separated between PD and HC. The present study aimed to further test the finding on Mandarin and Polish. Twenty-five Mandarin speakers (13 PD and 12 HC matched on age) and thirty-one Polish speakers (18 PD and 13 HC matched on age) read aloud a passage of story. The recorded speeches were segmented into vocalic and consonantal intervals, and then %V and VtoV were calculated. For both languages, VtoV overlapped between HC and PD. For Polish, %V was distinctly higher in PD than in HC, while for Mandarin there was no significant difference. It suggests that %V could be used for automatic diagnosis of PD for Italian and Polish, but not for Mandarin. The effectiveness of the rhythmic metric appears to be language-dependent, varying with the rhythmic typology of the language.
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1. Introduction

Parkinson’s Disease (PD) dysarthria affects all aspects of speech, including respiration, phonation, articulation, and prosody. Impaired articulation in PD patients contributes to speech that is characterized by breathy or hoarse voice, reduced loudness, narrow pitch variability, abnormal speech rate, hesitancy and disfluency [1-3]. Hypokinesia and rigidity of the vocal tract cause a reduction in the range of motion of the lips, the tongue and the jaw, leading to imprecise articulation and a reduced amplitude and duration of the speech gestures, which has been defined as ‘undershooting’ of articulation. Such imprecise articulation and articulatory ‘undershoot’ contribute to reducing the speech intelligibility of PD patients [4].

At the segmental level, the production of vowels is impaired even in mildly affected patients [5-7]. A reduction of vowel space area was found by [7]. At the suprasegmental level, PD patients’ reduced muscle activity has an effect on pitch variability, speech fluency and speech rate. However, studies diverge as to which prosodic characteristics of speech can be related unequivocally to PD. A study involving a sentence-repetition task conducted on Italian PD patients and controls [8] found no significant difference in noise level or F0 variability; the study also found that PD patients have longer pauses between each sentence repetition and an overall lower percentage of articulated time during a whole repetition period than the controls. According to [9], PD patients may speak at a rate that can be considered either too fast or too slow compared to that of unimpaired speakers.

As regards the search for the parameters that can serve as an index for the progression of the disease, [10] found that American English PD patients and controls could be classified on the basis of a number of rhythmic metrics (i.e. AV, ΔC, %V, VarcoV, VarcoC, nPVI-v, rPVI-c. Articulation rate). In a later study [11] found that the analysis of speech envelope modulation spectra (EMS) also allows distinguishing dysarthric patients from healthy controls (HC). Recently, studies have tried to monitor the progression of PD symptoms through speech tests. Elaborating on the evidence that healthy subjects could hold steady phonation while subjects with vocal impairment could not [12], Tsanas et al. showed that PD symptom severity could be monitored by checking the subject’s ability to sustain the phonation of /a/ for a relatively long period [13]. Tsanas et al.’s finding and algorithm have been used for the development of a device for extracting clinically useful information about PD through non-invasive self-administered tests of manual dexterity and speech [14]. The system is known as the At-Home Testing Device (AHTD). For speech, the test measured the decay of normal and loud intensity phonation of maximally sustained /a/ phonation, and intensity decays for descriptions of pictures with and without a motor distraction of finger tapping. The results showed that only in the speech task involving picture description without distraction there was a trend of loud intensity phonation decline over time. Instead, in the task of sustained /a/ phonation no statistically significant decline was found during the 6-month test.

2. Speech and aging

2.1. Age-related rhythmic variations and the similarity with PD patients

Many traits of the phonation of PD patients present similarities with the modifications in phonation due to aging. Aging is generally associated with a number of changes in the speech production mechanism, including the vocal tract [15]. These changes, occurring from early childhood to old age, take place in the respiratory, phonatory, and supralaryngeal systems, and alter the way human beings speak, to the point that listeners are able to judge speaker’s age fairly accurately from speech alone [16-18]. Age-related variations in speech production have been extensively investigated. They include stiffening of the thorax, decreasing of lung capacity, and weakening of respiratory muscles. The larynx undergoes anatomic changes, including...
ossification and calcification of laryngeal cartilages and atrophy of the vocal folds [19]. The supralaryngeal system is also affected: diminished accuracy in the lower lip and jaw when performing rapid movements, decreased lip strength and atrophy of facial, mastication and pharyngeal muscles have all been attested in relation to aging [20-22].

The physical changes coming with aging cause complex variations in speech signals. Yet, their relation with the voice changes occurring with age is not always straightforward. Assessing speakers’ voice variations in relation to age is made complex by the number of variables involved. Scholtz grouped them as follows [23]:

- Speaker-related factors (such as gender, age, race, weight, health, and language, dialect, emotional state, attitude);
- The factors related to speech material (duration and speech mood);
- Methodological factors (recording equipment and technique).

There are, however, several acoustic features that are uncontroversially associated with aging [24-27]. One of these is F0, which appears to change differently in males and females: after middle age, F0 rises substantially in men (about 35 Hz), but decreases in women (about 10-15 Hz). Amplitude stability also declines with age, at least in men. Tremor and hoarseness, instead, increase regardless of gender, because of a decrease in F0 stability. Other voice qualities generally linked with an aging voice include: increased jitter and shimmer, increased breathiness, altered vowel formant frequencies, increased duration of vowels and consonants, and lowered speech rate.

Variations in speech rhythm in terms of vocalic and consonantal portions are generally not investigated in relation to aging, even if it is known that the vowel percentage in an utterance (%V) is a reliable parameter for the identification of linguistic rhythm [28]. In fact, %V together with the standard deviation of consonantal portions (AC) has been shown to contribute significantly to the perception of what have traditionally been defined as rhythmic types (i.e., syllable-, stress- and mora-timing) [29].

Preliminary evidence of age-related rhythmic variations have emerged in a case study on Italian [30-31]. In that study the speaker-related variables, the speech material-related factors and the methodological variables were controlled. A particular corpus of read speech was collected. In 2007, a 79-year old Italian anchororman, Piero Angela, was asked to read a script that he had already read before in a 1968 TV news, acting as if he were hosting a real TV news broadcast. The recording was taken at RAI TV studios in Rome, in order to maintain the same communicative situation. Acoustic-phonetic analyses were conducted on both corpora, the one uttered in 1967 at the age of 40, the other in 2007 at the age of 79. The results have shown that the old speech, besides the variations that consistently appear in the literature to change with chronological age (wider pitch range, longer and more frequent silences, decreased articulation and speech rates), presented higher percentage of vocalic portion (51%) than the young speech (46%). These results were confirmed by a study aimed at characterizing the rhythmic differences in the speech of young adult vs. older Italian speakers at 4 expected articulation rates [32]. To the purpose, eight Italian native speakers, equally distributed between the genders (4M, 4F) and two age groups (4 young adult and 4 old) were involved in the research. The four young adults ranged in age from 20 to 25, the four old were aged between 75 and 80. The results showed that the older speakers’ speech had significantly higher %V than that of youngsters’, with the former ranging from 49.4% to 53% (mean = 50.8%) and the latter from 44.1% to 47.4% (mean = 46.0%).

Furthermore, experimental studies conducted on songs and verses performed with the beats of metronome have demonstrated that Vowel Onset Point (VOP) plays as an “attractor” for the task of speech-metronome synchronization [33-36]. In other words, VOPs represent those audible signal discontinuities that would guide listeners in the perception of rhythm. From this point of view, the interval between two consecutive Vowel Onset Points, henceforth called VtoV [36], can be considered as the perceptual counterpart of the Articulation Rate: the smaller VtoV is, the closer the vowels are to each other, and the more accelerated the speech is perceived to be. From this point of view, the parameter %V represents, on the perceptual level, a sort of linking between two consecutive VOPs: the greater the vowel percentage, the greater the continuity of the speech signal perceived by the listener. Conversely a greater consonant interruption will determine the perception of a less continuous speech: this is what, in musical terms, goes under the name of legato and staccato.

In conclusion, to diagram an utterance on the basis of %V and VtoV is a very effective tool to fully represent its rhythmic characteristics. Once it has been shown that %V is related to advancing age, the question is: what happens if aging is associated with a neurodegenerative disorder? In order to answer this question, we made a longitudinal study on Karol Wojtyła’s speech.

2.2. Pilot study

Seven public speeches of Pope John Paul II St. Karol Wojtyła, five in Italian (from 1982 to 2002) and two in Polish (1979 and 1999), produced before and after he was diagnosed with PD in 1991 at the age of 71 [37], have been spectro-acoustically analyzed. The rhythmic characteristics of the collected speeches were analyzed using Praat [38]. The acoustic signal was segmented into three different tiers: CV segments, consonantal and vocalic portions, and VtoV intervals. Respiratory and syntactic pauses were labeled as silent pauses (SP). Different kinds of disfluencies (e.g., laryngealizations, nasalizations, and vocalizations) were treated as filled pauses (FP). The duration of all segments was extracted using a Praat script. The following two parameters were calculated:

- %V: the durational percentage of vocalic intervals in the articulated utterance (excluding silent/filled pauses) [28];
- VtoV: the mean value of VtoV intervals (ms) [36].

The results of acoustic analysis are shown in Fig. 1. %V increases rapidly from the early stages of PD (47% in 1982; 49% in 1994, 51% in 1995). In 2000, when KW is 80, %V is 59%; in 2002, at the age of 82, it reaches 60%. These values are definitely abnormal if compared to those of the 80-year-old healthy native Italian subjects (51%) analyzed in [32]. Also, VtoV is affected by the progression of PD, shifting from 212 ms in 1994 to 270 ms in 2000. The analysis of Wojtyła’s speech produced in Polish confirms the above data, and shows that there is a relation between the progression of the disease and the increase in %V, ranging from 47% in 1979 to 56% in 1999.

These data were confirmed by an experiment conducted on Italian parkinsonian and healthy speech [39]. In that study a corpus of read speech produced by 11 parkinsonian and 15 healthy subjects was collected. The PD subjects were males and females, aged between 49 and 75, diagnosed with a mild degree of severity of PD, but differing in the year of insurgence of the
disease, ranging from 3 to 20 years. Fifteen neurologically healthy controls had the same age range and regional area as the PD. All subjects were instructed to read aloud a text of about 500 syllables in their normal conversational voice.

The results on Italian, as shown in Fig. 2, indicate that %V spans between 44% and 50% for HC (mean = 47%) and between 51% and 58% for PD (mean = 54.4%), with a percentage increase of 15.7%; VtoV spans between 153 and 212 ms for HC (mean = 176 ms), and between 144 and 244 ms for PD (mean = 186 ms), with a percentage increase of 5.7%. T-tests between HC and PD show a significant difference in %V (p < 0.001) and no significant difference in VtoV (p = 0.328).

These data show that Liss et al.'s finding on American English [10] also applies to Italian. The aim of this study is to test whether the rhythmic differences between parkinsonian and healthy speech in Italian also exist in Mandarin and Polish.

3. Experiment on Mandarin

For Mandarin, thirteen people diagnosed with a mild degree of severity of PD (mean age 62.1, age range 52-72; 7M, 6F) and 12 healthy controls (mean age 62.0, age range 52-74; 7M, 5F) were asked to read aloud a short passage of about 185 syllables. The passage "The North Wind and the Sun" was chosen for its availability in many languages. Utterances were recorded in a quiet room. Using Praat, the speech was segmented into consecutive vocalic and consonantal portions, silent and filled pauses. Then, the values of %V and VtoV were calculated.

The results are shown in Fig. 3. The values of %V are between 54.4% and 63.1% for HC (mean = 59.2%), while they are between 53% and 64.3% for PD (mean = 58.2%). As regards VtoV, the values are between 182 and 251 ms for HC (mean = 220 ms), and between 154 and 237 ms for PD (mean = 201 ms), with a percentage decrease of 8.6%. T-tests between HC and PD show a significant difference in VtoV (p < 0.05) and no significant difference in %V (p = 0.424).

4. Experiment on Polish

For Polish, we conducted the same experiment as made for Mandarin. 18 people with Parkinson's Disease (mean age 67.7, age range 55-85, 7M+11F) and 13 healthy controls (mean age 65.7, age range 35-85, 7M+6F) were asked to read aloud the Polish version of "The North Wind and the Sun". Utterances were recorded in a quiet room. The acoustic analysis followed the same criteria for Mandarin. Results are shown in Fig. 4.

As can be seen, the values of %V are between 38% and 43% for HC (mean = 41%), while they are between 46% and 51% for PD (mean = 48%), with a percentage increase of 17.1%. As regards the VtoV, the values are between 158 and 279 ms for HC (mean = 221 ms), and between 188 and 346 ms for PD (mean = 266 ms), with a percentage increase of 20.4%. T-tests between HC and PD show significant differences both in %V (p < 0.001) and in VtoV (p < 0.01).

5. Discussion and conclusions

Figure 5 shows the mean values of the two parameters plotted on the %V-VtoV chart for Italian, Mandarin and Polish speakers, including both HC and PD. Table 1 shows the percentage increase of %V and VtoV for the three languages, with the levels of significance indicated.
very clear higher than in Italian and Polish, they have been initiated. The prolonging of the static phase over rapidly from a static phase (for vowels) to a dynamic phase (for would make it difficult for the articulatory organs to pass movements of the articulatory organs. Thus, because speech require different types of movements of the articulatory organs. While vowels are produced with a more static configuration (i.e., the production of vowels and consonants, for these sounds require different types of movements of the articulatory organs. While vowels are produced with a more static configuration (i.e., with no obstruction of the vocal tract), consonants require faster movements of the articulatory organs. Thus, because speech production requires a precise temporal coordination of articulatory movements, the motor impairments due to PD would make it difficult for the articulatory organs to pass rapidly from a static phase (for vowels) to a dynamic phase (for consonants). Vowel gestures, instead, can be sustained once they have been initiated. The prolonging of the static phase over the dynamic phase accounts for the greater percentage of vocalic portion in the PD’s speech.

On the other hand, the little change in %V for Mandarin is quite possibly due to the rhythmical characteristics of the language. In fact, Mandarin already has a very high value of %V even in healthy speakers – higher than in Italian and Polish, which coincides with the results in previous studies on speech rhythm [28, 40]. Therefore, there might be very little room for further raising the vocalic percentage in Mandarin speech.

The rhythmical characteristics are closely related to syllable structure of the language. It should be noted that Mandarin does not have consonant clusters as in Italian and Polish. So, we may need to find more effective rhythm metrics for Mandarin to distinguish PD’s speech from that of healthy speakers.

A possible application of the results of the present study is a speech test based on automatic detection of %V, which could be used for detecting and monitoring the development of PD when one speaks a certain language. Unlike other speech tests which track PD progression based on the subject’s ability to utter a vowel and maintain it at a fixed pitch but with varying loudness, this speech test would not pose any difficulty on the subject. Its execution would be based either on spontaneous speech or on a read short passage. However, it should be kept in mind that the effectiveness of this speech test appears to be language-dependent, varying with the rhythmical typology of the language. For Mandarin speakers, this test does not work well. Further investigation on Mandarin and other languages is needed to find out the language effects and the solution taking the language effects into consideration.
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